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AUTUMN/WINTER 2017/2018

• Improvement is in our DNA – Looking back on 50 years of Hotel Steiner.
• Gundi & Angelika – Early memories of two hospitality professionals.
• Kristin & Annabell – A conversation with two guests’ favourites.
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DEAR GUESTS!
We are 50! It’s incredible, but true. Our hotel walls
have already been standing for a half century, and
I myself have had the honour of being actively involved in its transformation over the last 20 years.
The story within the walls is about me and my
family, and it is a tale of strong and courageous
women, of solidarity and mutual support, of ups
and downs. It’s time to look back, together with the
people who have made the hotel what it is today.
My cousins, Gundi and Angelika, talk about the
early days 40 years ago, my wife, Andrea, writes
a few words about it in her column, and I have
dug out a few old photos which bring back fond
memories.
What has remained unchanged in all these years is
our commitment to constantly improving our hotel for you and to offer you a perfect holiday every

year. This is a philosophy which has characterised
Hotel Steiner from the very beginning and will
continue to be our motto in the future. A wonderful accolade last year showed us that we are on the
right track: for our quality and our MORE services, we were upgraded to 4 star “SUPERIOR”.
This award is not all down to just us, as we also owe
so much to the commitment of a wonderful team
of employees, most of whom have been working
here for many years and without whom we would
not be able to provide you such great holidays!

Yours, Thomas Steiner
on behalf of the whole Steiner Family.
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GUNDI
ANGELIKA
TWO LADIES OF THE OLD SCHOOL.

It’s over 40 years ago now that they
came to Hotel Steiner as young girls.
When Thomas and Andrea took
over the hotel, they were not only a
huge help but also a great example.
Here we jog the memories of two
hospitality professionals who have
never forgotten how to have fun.
a with the Steiner

Gundi and Angelik

Family

On seasonal work and
family bonds.
Chambermaid, kitchen help, service staff, receptionist –
wherever they were needed, Gundi and Angelika were
there – from the age of 14. There were no days off during
the season. “We wouldn’t even have dared to ask.” After
all, it was a family business even back then. After Easter,
the work continued at home. Spreading dung and sprucing up the barn was on the agenda. All this was very normal for Thomas Steiner’s two cousins. With the money
they earned they went on holidays every now and then, or
they spent it on nights out. “Although, even then we could
usually find someone who would pay for the odd glass
of redcurrant wine”, the two ladies remember, laughing.
“We had to work for everything, but it was still great fun.”
Angelika: “You couldn’t say at midnight that you wanted to close up. We were finished for the day when we
were finished.”

On dragons and
Esterházy cake.
Every new beginning is hard. This is also true of the
time at Hotel Steiner when Thomas and Andrea took the
reins, because there were lots of employees who wouldn’t
listen to them. So it was necessary to take drastic action
and remain firm. “I was an absolute dragon.” Carrot
and stick was her strategy at that time. And she learned
it from someone who really knew how to do it – her Aunt
Nani. “If she knew that we had been out late the night
before, she would make us bake the most difficult cakes
in the kitchen, from Zauner cake to Esterházy cake”,
remembers Angelika.
Gundi: “Especially as a woman it was not easy to gain
respect.”

Between breakfast tables
and construction work.
Being a guest has also changed. In the past there were
just bread rolls, butter, jam and a slice of sausage for
breakfast, but these days breakfast has to be all singing
and all dancing. “You have to keep up with the times, or
you’ve had it”, as the two ladies know better than most.
This also involves constantly reinventing yourself. The
Steiners have always been building and rebuilding. And
work wasn’t always completely finished by the start of
the season. “One year we still had a huge heap of sand
in the entrance, and we had to bring the guests inside
across planks.” There is still a commitment to constant
improvements, and the breakfasts aren’t too bad these
days either.

We had to
work for
everything,
but it was
still great
fun.

An anecdote from
times gone by.
Gundi: “I can still clearly remember when Thomas
introduced Andrea to me. I sent him off for a coffee
straight away so I could talk to her. I didn’t know how fond
he was of her, but I knew immediately that she was the
right one for him. She will help share the load, I thought
to myself. And that’s exactly what happened. He was very
lucky. They dared to take the next step together, and they
have constantly invested and made improvements. I take
my hat off to you for your courage and everything you
have created here.”

Gundi has ...

... remained in the hotel and restaurant industry and welcomes her guests for
breakfast at sunrise on the Dachstein. She is a mother of 4 children and proud
grandmother of 4 grandchildren.

Angelika ...

... left the hotel and restaurant industry some time ago in order to help her
husband in their own small company. She is a mother of 2 children and a
devoted grandmother.

IN TRUTH.

I‘M
MARRYING
A HOTEL.
To tell you the truth, I never
would have dreamt it at the age
of 20. But when my husband, who was
also just 20 at the time, took over Hotel Steiner, it was clear that this was going to be very
much a joint venture.
Of course, it was difficult. Suddenly I was the
boss, and everybody in my team was considerably older than me. But I learned quickly
that you shouldn’t worry about admitting your
mistakes and making changes. Of course,
there were setbacks, but without them there
probably wouldn’t have been the successes.
And these are the greatest motivators. Then
you also make great sacrifices, and you find
that your work/life balance has been reduced
to just your work balance. Because there was
work absolutely everywhere you looked. I took
a little time to learn to gauge what it was that
the guests wanted and to treat the staff in the
same way that I would like to be treated myself. And then there were all the things that no
one had even mentioned at school. There was
a lot of personal commitment involved in all
of this to make our hotel what it is today: a
place to feel good, that you love to come back
to again and again. I will do any sort of work
– whatever it is. And this is the example I hope
to set for my sons, Max and Jakob. We have a
wonderful team of employees around us, and
everyone does their bit to make things work.
Without our big “family” our success wouldn’t
be possible.
Speaking of family, the balancing act between
being a mother and the constant work in the
hotel is a real challenge. You know, you just
grow with your tasks. It’s no different for me
than it is for many other working mums. My
simple tip is to delegate responsibilities to
people who can do the job just as well – our
employees. Because children often change our
perspectives – with respect to the hotel and
our own lives. The most important thing are
strong family bonds, where everybody sticks
together. And don’t be afraid to take some
time out from time to time,
so that you also take the
necessary time for the
things that are really
important to you.
This is a pearl of
wisdom that I had
to learn for myself.
If I can manage to
pass this on to my
children, then I’ve
done everything right.

Yours,
Andrea Steiner

KRISTIN
STILL WATERS
RUN DEEP.
When you talk to her, you will immediately sense
an aura of calm and consideration that comes from
many years of experience. We are dealing with
a real professional here, not only when it comes
to the reception, where she works, but to Hotel
Steiner as a whole. Because Kristin knows every
nook and cranny in the hotel, every room, every
guest with their preferences. Priceless knowledge
gained over 12 years, and counting.

I like the
variety. Not
always being in
the first row is
sometimes also
quite NICE.

The same today as back then.
Her philosophy hasn’t changed over the years. Personal
contact is still as important today as it was 10 years ago.
“Thank goodness, we are not so anonymous here. Our
guests like us to assist them, and often they go into great
detail.” For Kristin it is an absolute must to know the
region inside out. And what about stressful situations?
No problem for her with her patience and her peace of
mind. “I have an open ear for every guest. Those few
days a year on holiday simply have to be perfect.”

Confidence is good.
Experience is better.
In the prime of life but already an old business hand. It
often pays to listen to these people. This is why it is not
only the guests who appreciate Kristin’s experience, but
also her colleagues. Every now and then a tricky situation calls for a cool head like hers. “Well, sometimes you
just have to take a deep breath and start again”, she says
smiling.

Receptionist with benefits.
Having an open ear for guests comes naturally to her, but
there is so much more to this likeable lady from Styria.
On 2 days a week she manages the reservations, pulls the
strings in the background, and takes on many of the administrative tasks to keep things ticking over. But Kristin
is not only a receptionist, you see, she’s also a full-time
mum of 2 and also has to help out in her own company.
Priceless – for both her family and Hotel Steiner. She
really is the good spirit of the hotel.

A guest should never notice
that you are having a bad
day. Even if the kids have
been up all night.

ANNABELL
Beauty therapist with a dog and a big heart.
Those who know her know that she has a big heart; for her husband, for her dog,
and for our guests, of course. “Let’s leave the ranking open for the moment”, the
American-born lady teases. She has been committed to beauty treatments for
14 years, 5 years of which she has worked at Hotel Steiner.

On whisky and wellness.

That certain feeling.

Her day begins at 6:00 am sharp. First she takes her beagle
Jimmy for a walk. This is his unofficial name; his official
name is Jim Beam. “This is because the name Jameson
was already taken, but my husband likes to drink whisky.”
At 9:00 am she is ready to go, because this is the time when
Annabell starts the treatments. In summer she is alone, in
winter she works together with her two colleagues from
Hungary, and pampers the hotel guests with massages and
beauty treatments of every kind until 7:00 pm. Is this job
also physically strenuous? “Yes, but we organise everything
very well between us, so that each one of us can also have
a break in between.”

At a certain stage you can sense whether a guest wants to
talk or just wants to enjoy the peace and quiet. But often
an open ear is necessary, and sometimes people tell you
about their entire lives and family histories. What’s the
best thing about her job? “Everyone leaves the treatment
room happy.” It doesn’t matter if it’s a relaxing massage
or a facial treatment, the effect can be felt or seen immediately. So it’s a rewarding job which Annabell will
certainly continue doing, be it in Austria or in the USA.
“Going back there will be a spontaneous decision. But
probably not before there’s a new President in the USA.”
That’s good for Hotel Steiner and good for you.

I always
recommend my
guests to book
their desired
appointments
when they book
their room.

OUR PRODUCTS: CHOOSING REGIONAL.
Just as throughout Hotel Steiner, we have a focus on regional products in our BergSPA too. So the mud for our
mud packs comes from Leopoldskron, the hay for the hay
flower packs from meadows in Salzburg, and we also extend this philosophy to our choice of care products. Of
course, we test all products on our own faces. The products in the natural cosmetics line MARíAS® have
been produced and bottled in the family-run workshop

in Salzburg for 25 years. We use them for all body and
facial treatments. By using the cosmetics line from Dr.
Grandel we rely on proven and tested quality from Augsburg, Germany; the products are eco-certified, sustainably
produced, effective and well-tolerated by every skin type.
Another small benefit is that, because of the proximity, all
products can be ordered easily and quickly should a guest
need something special.

Annabell’s Wellness favourite:
Our alpine herbs massage: smells good, is warming and is totally relaxing, especially popular in winter.

IMPROVEMENT IS IN
OUR DNA.
We have always been
building, rebuilding and
improving. You could say
that the Steiner Family has
it in their genes. Often it was
just minor renovations and
improvements, but in some
years there was rebuilding
work from the foundations up.
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A LOOK BACK IN PICTURES.
BY THOMAS STEINER.

As everyone else, we have had our fair share
of ups and downs. What we remember is
the solidarity in the family, the support from
relatives, and the understanding that we
would push on together.
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MANFRED
A HEAD FOR HEIGHTS
AND FOR SAFETY.

Does this describe you? You own avalanche equipment because you like to ski away from the secured
ski pistes and safety is important to you, but you
are not quite sure how to work the avalanche beacon and you don’t think you could provide quick assistance in an emergency.
Whether you are on a backcountry ski tour or you want to enjoy the fresh powder snow with cool freeride turns – at the Ready4Peaks Winter Safety Camp you
will easily and quickly learn the basics for proper conduct off-piste; basics that
can save lives. On top of that, Manfred Hammerschmid, a state-certified ski
guide and qualified sports scientist who was practically born wearing skis, will
tell you about his experiences and provide you with effective training tips to keep
you fit through the winter.

LOOKING AHEAD TO THE WINTER SEASON
READY4PEAKS – WINTER SAFETY CAMP
15.12. – 17.12.2017, 12.01. – 14.01.2018, 16.03. – 18.03.2018
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 nights including Hotel Steiner “All-Inclusive-gourmet food”
1-day ski pass (sufficient for the course weekend)
Snow and avalanche science in theory and practice
Equipment check and practical tips on ski tour and freeriding planning
Basics of proper and safe backcountry conduct
How to react after an avalanche
Avalanche search and rescue training
Latest test material from PIEPS
2 training sessions on functional fitness training for skiing
PYUA goodie bag
Winter barbecue with campfire

FROM € 379.00

per person & stay

THE RADICAL CHANGE OF A CLASSIC.
NEW LICK OF PAINT FOR THE GRÜNWALDKOPF ROOMS.

The new style of our junior suites has caused a bit of a stir. The
appearance of our classic Grünwaldkopf double rooms was
changed this year. They are designed in the style of the junior
suites, with warm, subtle colours that radiate calm, and lots of
wood that gives a sense of cosiness. We have also added a little glamour to our Seekareck and Wildsee double rooms and the
Gamskar family apartment by swapping the carpets for wooden
flooring and changing the odd thing or two.
Speaking of wood, of course we are also following the trend towards wooden
floors, and are using more and more warm oak wood. Nevertheless we appreciate both flooring options. Did you know that carpets are actually better for
reducing fine dust? Fine dust is absorbed and not repeatedly kicked up – with
thorough cleaning, of course. And so we have also rolled out new carpets in our
corridors. But, of course, we leave the choice of a wood or carpet floor in the
room to you. Have a look for yourself.

The hard facts.
As a state-certified ski guide, he has the licence to guide us safely through the terrain. In the three-day Winter Safety Camp, Manfred combines the unique nature
experience with useful tips on proper conduct in emergencies.

The soft skills.
Backcountry skiing is a great sport for those who want to keep fit in the winter. In
addition to the safety aspect, Manfred provides useful training tips to help you be
physically prepared for this outdoor experience.
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MORE

MORE enjoyment:
• All-Inclusive-gourmet food – direct from the ski piste to
the lunch table. Food all day inclusive: Breakfast, lunch
buffet with meals freshly prepared in our open-view kitchen
and five course gourmet menu in the evening
• Generous BergSPA with panoramic indoor pool, family sauna
and extra sauna area for adults. From 7:00 pm LATE Night
BergSPA only for adults

WE ARE FAMILY!
FAMILY HOLIDAY PACKAGE

MORE for the kids:

17.02. – 24.02.2018

• Children’s paradise with child supervision from the age of
three. Also a modern lounge for the older kids
• Full-Baby-Service in your room
• New family rooms with separate children’s room

Spend the best days with your nearest and dearest, and totally relax.
Simply enjoy the abundance of life.
• 7 nights including Hotel Steiner “All-Inclusive-gourmet food”
• 6-day ski pass is not included, but can be booked additionally
• Children under 7 years stay for free in their parents’ room
(valid in all double rooms, junior and four-poster bed suites,
not valid in all other suites and family apartments)

FROM € 1,001.00

per person & stay

We want you to experience the
perfect holiday in the Hotel
Steiner. That’s why there is always a little bit MORE with us.

MORE ski pleasure
• Per room own lockable ski safe with jacket
and shoe heater
• Ski IN – Ski OUT: Direct from the hotel to the
ski piste and back again. No bus, no car, no taxi

You will find even MORE services on our website www.hotel-steiner.at

HOTEL STEINER
ONLINE BOOKING
Work out your winter holiday in
comfort on our website!

IT’S TIME FOR THE
EASTER BUNNY
EASTER HOLIDAY PACKAGE

Look for your desired date and book immediately at the BEST
price for your holiday in the room you want – directly via our
website. It can’t get more comfortable than that!

GREAT FUN!
HITS FOR KIDS SUPERIOR
30.11.17 – 23.12.17, 31.03.18 – 14.04.18

31.03. – 07.04.2018

Families are in especially good hands in our ski schools where you
will find the perfect courses for every child, from little beginners to
experts on skis!

When the tulips are already in bloom elsewhere, the ski resort of
Obertauern, located at the ideal altitude of 1,700 m to 2,500 m, shows
once again how perfect it is for winter sports. Enjoy wonderful carving
on perfect pistes in the morning and enjoy the sunshine at leisure in the
afternoon. That’s what we call perfect skiing!

• 7 nights including Hotel Steiner “All-Inclusive-gourmet food”
• Children under 11 years stay for free in their parents’ room
(except for family apartment Gamskar, Hundskogel,
Seekarspitz, Tauernkar suite and Panorama suite)
• Sleeping in cot/additional bed in double room, junior or
four-poster bed suite with at least one full-paying person
• Minimum stay 7 nights
• All Hotel Steiner MORE services

FROM € 938.00

per person & stay

WE GIVE YOU ONE
DAY FOR FREE!
SKI BARGAIN 4=3

Everybody is looking for a bargain. Staying for four nights and only
paying for three – that’s a really good deal.
4 nights including Hotel Steiner “All-Inclusive-gourmet food”
3-day ski pass
1 massage (50 min) from our massage range
1 Dr. Grandel facial treatment (45 min) to the value of € 47.00
Relaxation and activity programme
Stay for 4 nights, pay for 3! For a stay of 4 nights you will get 1 night
for free. Arrival on Sundays only.

FROM € 578.50

per person & stay

FROM € 826.00

per person & stay

HIGHER, FASTER, FURTHER!

JAMBOREE

SUPER SKI PACKAGE

HITS FOR KIDS PACKAGE

24.02. – 03.03.18, 03.03. – 10.03.18
10.03. – 17.03.18, 17.03. – 24.03.18

3.12. – 21.12.17, 7.01. – 01.02.18
18.03. – 22.03.18, 08.04. – 12.04.18

•
•
•
•
•
•

Currently bookable daily and online.

Pack your skis and your luggage, and off you go – to 1,700 m altitude,
to the home of the snow. Enjoy carving on more than 100 perfectly
groomed pistes during the day and unwinding in the evening – isn’t
that a perfect week?
• 7 nights including Hotel Steiner “All-Inclusive-gourmet food”
• All Hotel Steiner MORE services

FROM € 1,001.00

per person & stay

Hotel Steiner Obertauern GmbH & Co KG
Römerstraße 45 . 5562 Obertauern . Austria . FN.: 137890f
Tel.: +43 (0)6456 7306 . info@hotel-steiner.at . www.hotel-steiner.at

06.01.18 – 27.01.18, 03.02.18 – 10.02.18, 17.02.18 – 31.03.18
• 7 nights including Hotel Steiner “All-Inclusive-gourmet food”
• Children under 7 years stay for free in their parents’ room (except for
family apartment Gamskar, Hundskogel,
• Seekarspitz, Tauernkar suite and Panorama suite)
• Sleeping in cot/additional bed in double room, junior or four-poster
bed suite with at least one full-paying person
• Minimum stay 7 nights
• All Hotel Steiner MORE services

FROM € 938.00

per person & stay

Concept, editing, graphics:

• 7 nights including Hotel Steiner “All-Inclusive-gourmet food”
• Children under 11 years stay for free in their parents’ room
(except for all family apartments)
• All Hotel Steiner MORE services

